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W

ho decides which children’s cases should proceed through the court system and
which should be resolved less formally is an important, if rarely discussed, issue in
our juvenile and family courts. Social workers, probation officers, and prosecutors
make the decision on which cases will proceed through the formal court process, resolving
most cases that come to their attention in the community with warnings, referrals to services,
or agreements for participation in services. The terms of those agreements usually are that if
the youth or family completes the services, no court action will be initiated.
The juvenile court judge may never learn of the resolutions
reached in these cases unless subsequent problems bring them
before the court.1 Indeed, some juvenile and family court judges
worry that many cases are resolved without formal judicial
intervention, and that the children in these cases remain at high
risk of future harm.
The juvenile court judge decides which cases are permitted through
the juvenile courthouse door. These judges act as the gatekeepers
and ultimately determine the extent to
which the state intervenes in the lives of
children and families. In both delinquency
and abuse and neglect matters, the cases
that the formal juvenile court system
processes set the standard for decisions
made throughout the community. Social
workers and probation officers know what
the judge ultimately decides in their cases,
whether the judge dismisses the petition,
refers the matter for informal services,
or rules that the case will be formally
processed through the court system.
This article discusses the judicial
perspective regarding social worker and probation officer decisions
to file formal legal actions or to resolve cases in the field without
initiating legal proceedings. It concludes that it is important that
the judge engage with social worker and probation department
offices, as well as prosecutors, defense attorneys, and law enforcement representatives, concerning the intake process so that it
operates fairly and is consistent with best practices. Consider the
following scenarios:
In your role as a juvenile or family court judge you encounter
the following situations:

4. You learn that approximately 10% of all delinquency referrals
arise in the local schools.
5. The data your court collects reveal a significant disparity in the
number of African American, Latino, and Native American children who appear in both your delinquency and abuse and neglect
calendars.
Should these issues concern you? Is there anything you should do
about any or all of them? The answer to
these questions in all five situations is
a resounding Yes! These matters should
concern you because both the delinquency and abuse and neglect systems
may not be operating effectively or
fairly. You should do something about
the issues raised in these situations
because it is your job.
Not all state laws specifically
mandate that juvenile court judges
oversee the intake process, but some do.
For example, California Rule of Court
5.514 states:
It is the duty of the presiding judge of the juvenile court
to initiate meetings and cooperate with the probation
department, welfare department, prosecuting attorney, law
enforcement, and other persons and agencies, performing
an intake function. The goal of the intake meetings is to
establish and maintain a fair and efficient intake program
designed to promote swift and objective evaluation of the
circumstances of any referral and to pursue an appropriate
course of action.
Whether state law mandates such meetings, it seems appropriate
that the juvenile court judge convene these agencies concerning
the intake process. National and other policy makers often urge
juvenile and family court judges to convene stakeholders to discuss
court improvement issues.2 All of these situations offer opportunities to meet and discuss ways of improving the state response to
important issues in juvenile court operations.
In the first hypothetical, you learned that, previous to the current petition, a youth had three prior arrests for being under the
influence of methamphetamines. You may conclude that probation should have filed on the second or third offense, but realize
that the decision is within the discretion of the probation department. You may also conclude that whatever informal services were
offered were inadequate to address the youth’s substance abuse
issues. You should call a meeting with probation, the prosecuting
attorney, and defense counsel to discuss intake policies. One of
the purposes of the meeting is to examine the availability and

The goal of the intake
meetings is to establish and
maintain a fair and efficient
intake program designed to
promote swift and objective
evaluation...

1. In a delinquency case, you notice that while this is the first
appearance for the youth, the probation report reveals that he has
three prior arrests for being under the influence of methamphetamines, but each time was released by probation with minimal
services without the initiation of legal proceedings.
2. The children’s services agency files petitions on every baby born
with a positive toxicology screen for drugs or alcohol.
3. The children’s services agency informs the court that it has begun
using a new protocol to determine whether to offer voluntary
services or take formal action for cases social workers encounter
in the community. You know very little about this new protocol.
You believe that children may be at risk of harm because of this
new procedure, and that some of these cases may need formal
court intervention and oversight.
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effectiveness of substance abuse services in your community.
The provision of informal services to youth is the ideal way
to handle a minor nonviolent offense such as being under the
influence of alcohol or drugs. These services could include, for
example, substance abuse awareness classes, preferably involving the
youth and family. Good informal strategies should be encouraged.
However, if you find that these services are no longer effective (as
in this hypothetical situation), service providers may need to update
their interventions, probation officers and other staff may require
training about current remedies for assisting youth, and probation
officers may have to examine whether the appropriate informal
oversights are in place. These informal interventions should be
age-appropriate and gender-informed. Probation must ensure that
a youth involved in informal services has no bona fide obstacles
preventing him or her from completing the case plan such as lack
of transportation or parental support.
Probation should have a protocol that
addresses problems that arise when
informal services are ineffective.
That protocol might include a Team
Decision-Making process or a MultiDisciplinary Team meeting.3 If a group
decision-making process is employed, it
must include a protocol to protect any
victim of violence who may participate
in the process.4 All of these options are
appropriate discussion topics for the
meeting you called pursuant to your
authority as a juvenile court judge.
In the second hypothetical, you
should call a meeting with the welfare
department (children’s services), and
the attorneys representing the county,
children, and parents. The purpose of
the meeting is to discuss the policy of
filing child abuse and neglect petitions in every case in which a
baby was exposed to drugs in utero. Again, the discussion focuses
on the department’s intake policies, not on any particular case.
You may point out that in some states the law does not mandate
a filing in every case in which a baby has been exposed to alcohol
or drugs in utero. In California, for example, Penal Code section
11165.13 states in part that “for purposes of this article, a positive
toxicology screen at the time of the delivery of an infant is not
in and of itself a sufficient basis for reporting child abuse or
neglect.”5 In other words, you would discuss with the agency and
the attorneys the value of discretion in these cases. You might
mention that on occasion judges have dismissed some of these
cases with informal services after filing because of insufficient
evidence of present harm to the child. Thus, if the mother received
prenatal care, has housing and a support system, the case can safely
be handled informally. Additionally, some jurisdictions provide
residential treatment for the mother and her baby where they can
live together for up to six months and receive vital medical and
mental health interventions to support the family.
Judges need to know about available services for substanceabusing mothers and their infants. This knowledge will inform
the judge’s decision regarding reasonable efforts in this type of
case. The California Standard of Judicial Administration expresses
what juvenile court judges in all states should be doing:

[e]valuate the criteria established by child protection agencies for
initial removal and reunification decisions and communicate the
court’s expectations of what constitutes “reasonable efforts” to
prevent removal or hasten return of the child.6
Understanding the intake decision process will also inform your
rulings regarding whether the agency exercised reasonable efforts
to prevent removal from parental custody, a federal and state law
requirement in every case in which a child has been removed from
parental care.7
The third scenario presents you with the difficult situation in
which you have no direct oversight of the decision made by child welfare to offer voluntary services to a family instead of filing a petition.
The new procedure used by the department concerns you because you
believe that some children may be left in a dangerous situation, but
you question how best to review their decisions. One approach would
be to call a meeting regarding intake,
and ask the director to bring copies of
cases the department settled informally
that demonstrate how the new protocol
works and what standards the department
uses. You could also examine carefully
every new petition and social report to
learn whether the department previously
offered voluntary services to the family
in order to discover “failed voluntary
services” cases similar to the “failed
informal supervision” cases discussed in
the first scenario. In either of these approaches, you could examine the records
and make further inquiries. You may find
yourself satisfied as to the effectiveness of
the department’s approach and that cases
are being safely resolved with informal
services. You may also find their approach
unsatisfactory and express your concerns to the agency. Either option
provides you with the opportunity to discuss meaningfully the intake
standards used by the welfare agency.
Another method for judicial oversight of the intake process
involves the power of citizens to bring situations involving harm to
children to the attention of the court. For example, California law
permits a citizen to petition the court to order that formal abuse and
neglect proceedings be filed on behalf of a particular child when the
children’s services agency has declined to take formal action.8
In the fourth scenario, you learn of information you may not
have known about—the number of petitioned delinquency cases that
are originating in your local schools. Some counties have conducted
research regarding this relationship. In Wake County, N.C., for
example, Legal Aid of North Carolina, Inc. conducted an extensive
research project on school suspensions and school conduct that
resulted in referral to the juvenile and criminal justice systems.9 The
research revealed a large number of referrals to court from one school
district, a far greater number than in other school districts. The report
makes numerous recommendations that derive from best practices in
other school and juvenile court systems around the country.
The obvious starting point would be for you to convene a meeting with school leaders and include law enforcement, probation,
prosecutors, the defense bar, and other professionals involved
in the juvenile justice system. The topics of the meeting would
be an examination of the local referral system, collecting data

If we take no action when
we see that a youth has
three arrests prior to a
case being filed in court,
[probation] understands that
the judge has sanctioned
that approach, tacitly or
otherwise.
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on referrals, a review of best practices from around the country,
and an investigation of practices and services that might provide
meaningful interventions and prevent entry into the juvenile
justice system.10 As the juvenile court judge, you are the logical and
perhaps only person who can convene such a meeting and work to
ensure that the participants focus on these issues.11
The fifth scenario presents a judicial concern with the overrepresentation of certain minority populations in the abuse and neglect
and delinquency systems. Your concern may be that the disparity is unfair
and reflects bias in the system. However, your concern about over-representation also derives from the Code of Judicial Conduct which stresses
the integrity of the judiciary (Canon 1) and the appearance of impropriety
in the judge’s activities and performing judicial duties impartially (Canon
2). Your concern is also reflected by the work of the National Council of
Juvenile and Family Court Judges which recommends that “Judges—as
the final arbiters of justice—must be leaders in their communities on the
issue of disparity in the child welfare system.”12
Some judges might respond that disparity is not their fault.
Although that is true, as a juvenile court judge, your duties
involve oversight of the intake process, and the actions you take
may reduce racial disparities in the juvenile court. At the meetings
you convene, your discussion and analysis might involve long-term
structural and societal barriers faced by families. These barriers
may force probation and children’s services systems to respond in
a more tailored manner to families of color that continue to be
brought into the child welfare and delinquency systems at disparate rates. You should examine the petition language carefully for
phrases and conclusions based on stereotypes rather than facts. Ask
yourself and the social worker or probation officer representatives
if cultural beliefs or traditions exist that may account for any of
the allegations or contribute in a positive way to solutions to the
current family crisis. Ask whether the probation department and
children’s service agency have “culture brokers,” ethnic resource
centers, or Team Decision Making, Family Group Conferencing
models, or similar resources that would work with the family to
design solutions that probation/children’s services or the juvenile
court can monitor and facilitate.
Convene the stakeholders and discuss whether culture-specific
services for the over-represented populations exist, services that
would facilitate informal case resolutions.13 Once you and the
stakeholders identify those services, you might consider extending
an invitation to the next meeting to a member of the board of
supervisors or commissioners in your jurisdiction. Some county
supervisors around the country have expressed an interest in the
over-representation issue, and several have mandated the creation
of services designed to address racial disparities.
Your intake meetings should include the obvious stakeholders
such as probation, children’s services, and the lawyers appearing
in these cases, but you could be creative and invite drug and
alcohol, domestic violence, and mental health service providers,
schools, medical service providers, law enforcement, and group
home providers. Building broad stakeholder collaborations serves
families and children better, keeps communities informed, and all
but ensures the use of best practices.
Just because a case is filed does not mean it should have been
filed. It may have been appropriately settled out-of-court with
services. On the other hand, some cases should be filed, particularly
if informal services are inadequate to meet the needs of the child
and family. Every juvenile court judge must understand the array of
informal services for juvenile justice and juvenile dependency.

At your meetings, you should periodically discuss the effectiveness of
these services. Are they evidence-based? Do they address the problems
families struggle with? Is the community satisfied with their impact?
Convening these meetings will assist you in these determinations.
These suggested meetings emphasize an important point.
Probation departments and child protection agencies are experts
in what they do. Their decisions to remove a child or settle a case
absent a petition derive from careful analysis by experienced
professionals. Nevertheless, the public perception is that all such
decisions ultimately rest with the court. The judge sets the community’s standards for whether a case will be resolved informally
or proceed through the court process whether the judge realizes it
or not. If we take no action when we see that a youth has three arrests prior to a case being filed in court, all those in the probation
system understand that the judge has sanctioned that approach,
tacitly or otherwise. If the judge hears every case involving a positive toxicology screen at birth, then that policy becomes the status
quo, and if the judge ignores over-representation of minority
youth and families, nothing changes.
The juvenile court judge occupies a role unlike any other
judge.14 Perhaps nowhere is this unique role more evident than
in the intake decision. We set the tone for family justice in our
communities—we are the gatekeepers. In order to respond to our
duty, we must become experts on the intake process.
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